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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOLUME FIFTEEN

News'"I'L

FULTON, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 1946

NUMBER TWENTY-NINE

Holland Announces
Fulton Printing Co.
Kentucky Utilities Will Paul Durbin, Young
Clinton Publisher Buys
Property Owners
City Schools Will
With
Consolidated
As
Named
Electric
Rural
Install
Attorney,
Report
Leader,
The
Affected By Creek
Open Monday, Sept. g
Shop
News
Fulton
Here
Commander
VFW
Meters
Without
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Urged To Act Now
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According to information going
Fulton and Clinton for
at around in
the past few days, Harry Lee Waterfield, publisher of the Hickman
County Gazette, has purchased the
Fulton Leader from Mrs. J. H
Moore, Martha Moore and Jack
Obtaining right-of-way for the Moore.
Harris Fork Creek was the princiIt is unders.tood, according to repal tc.pic of discussion at the meet- ports, received by The News office
ing held by the Chamber of Com- today, that the Clinton publisher
merce Tuesdday night, when a good will take over in September.
crowd of local citizens gathered in
The Leader has been owned and
intertst of the Harris Fork Creel: edited by the Moore family for aproject.
bout thirty years, having first been
Some trouble lias been expel-7 taken over by the late Rev. T. F.
ienced in obtaining right-of-way, Moore, his wife and two sons, RobFrank Beadles, president, stated, ert and Hoyt Moore. Since the
after a report on progress that has death of Hoyt Moore, Mrs. Moore,
been made was heard. The com- her daughter, Martha, and son,
mittee was authorized to continue Jack, have been operating the
its effort to secure right of way newspaper.
Mr. Waterfield has published the
without legal action. Every effort
be tnade to obtained deed for Clinton paper for several years, and
right of way by next Monday, Aug- has been active in politics in the
ust 19. After that- date, any pro- state, serving as State Representaperty along surveyed right of way tive from the First District.
that has not been secured, will be
Lbject to proper legal action by
BASEBALL
the City Attorney.
KITTY LEAGUE STANDINGS
Anyone having property along
W. L. Pct.
the creek right-of-way should con- Team
tact the creek committee at Mc- Owensboro
70 29 .707
Dade Construction Co., on Mears- Hopkinsvlie
61 44 .581
st just back of Lake-st, in the rear FULTON
57 48 .581
of Kentucky Utilities Co. The com- Mayfield
52 50 .510
mittte will be there each morning Clarksville
47 56 .456
...........
this week and next Monday for Union City
44 58 .431
consultation.
44 58 .431
Madisonville
It is imperative that all right of Cairo
36 68 .346
way, and other plans be complete
at once, if this work is to be COM. FULTON- 4-3, MINERS 7-2
pleted this year, and everyone is
urged to co-operate.
Fulton Chicks split a doubleheader here Thursday night with
the Madisonville Miners, 7 to 4
BENNETT HOMEMAKS15
in favor Madisonville in the first
second game
"Ns* Natinnit Hornansnialss.,rheld game, and 3-2 in the
their regular monthly meeting in favor of trulton.

The Hall Printing Co., located at Repairs and Redecorations Being
One bottleneck in the extension
Bob Simmons, field director in
the
51ade on Various School
of electric service to rural areas the State of Kentucky for Veterans 446 Lake-st, formerly known as
movBuildings
in Kentucky was broken recently of Foreign Wars, presided over R. S. Williams Shop, has been
when R. M. Watt, president of Ken- the meeting of the local veterans ed to THE NEWS office, 227 FourthPlans are being made for the
tucky Utilities Company, ordered group held at the Kennel Club st Extension, and consolidated unhis division managers to install Wednesday night. He was in Fulton der the name of the Fulton Print- opening of the new fall term of
service without metert whenever to help the Fulfon VFW in organi- ing Co. J. Paul Bushart, publisher the city schools on Monday, Sept.
com- 9, W. L. Holland, superintendent
other necessary equipment was a- zating and to perfect plans for a of The News, purchased the
vailable.
membership drive in this county. mercial printing shop from Donald annuonced here this week. Fivc
"If we were in the grocery busiAn election of officers was held Hall, who left here-to take up sim- changes have been made in the
teaching staff as follows:
ness, we wouldn't refuse food ta and Paul Durbin, local attorney. ilar work in Virginia. .
"By uniting the two plants, and
hungry people simply because wj was named as commander, succeedMiss Christine Jones, of Cayce,
didn't have a scale," Watt told hi ing Frannk Clark, who was chosen adding some new equipment and will teach the first and second
this
said
Bushart
Mr.
faces."
e
1Y13
AlJake
commander.
managers.
senior vice
grades at Terry-Norman school.
week; "we are able to offer the
the ford was elected junior vice comUnfortunately, he added,
Miss Nell Warren of Nashville
Quality
service.
printing
in
best
will fill the vacancy left by Mrs.
shortage of meters is only one of mander; Boyce Heithcock, quarteryears
30
by
backed
workmanship,
the many holding up service ex- master.
Haws, as supervisor of the public Neal Looney, first trustee; Bill experience, plus prompt service, music department.
tensions. Factory shutdovims, manwill continue to be our policy. We
power shortages in the forests, and Hainline, second trustee; and C. A.
Jack Carter replaces Mrs. Guy
extend our appreciation of your
strikes in steel and copper indus. Boyd, third trustee, were also namDuley as Mathematics Instructor in
hope
and
years,
past
in
patronage
tries have made it almost imposs- ed. Other officials will be appointed
to serve you in the future. Just Junior high school. He will also be
ible to obtain sufficient quantities at the next meeting to be held Septremember, we are as near as your assistant principal and assistant
3.
ember
of wire, transformers, poles, and
telephone--and the Printing Nurn- coach.
overseen
have
who
veterans
All
line hardware as well as rneters.
Miss Charlene Martin of Cadiz,
ber is 470."
Watt reported that K. U. already seas service are urged to attend
Ky., replaces Mrs. G. B. Butterlocated
The
Co.,
Printing
Fulton
has earmarked more than $10,0014- the meeting, and join the local VFW
right down town near the Orpheum worth as commercial teacher.
000 for expansion of generating organization.
Mrs. Lottie Pierce of Nashville
Theatre, prints all kinds of comcapacity and service extension in
mercial and social stationery and replaces Mrs. Ovaline Coffman as
Kentucky during the next two SOUTH FULTON COUNCIL
special ruled forms, sells wedding home scien.ce teacher in the high
years. Construction of the new BANS BEER SEPTEMBER 3
and birth announcements, and in- school.
steam-electric generator at Tyrone
On Monday, Sept. 9, a faculty
dividualized Christmas cards.
is proceeding on schedule, Watt
Final reading of an ordinance
meeting will be held at 9:30 a. m.
of
meeting
proextension
saicl, but the service
was heard at a recent
Students will report at 1:00 p. m.
gram has run into "shortage" the South fulton city council,
for book lists, and school will cloce
DEATHS
snags.
which bans the sale of beer on the
at 2:45 p. m.
EVERETTE K. WILLETT
"You can tell your people this,'' south side. Effective September 3,
Repairs and redecorations have
Watt told his managers, "as fast seven places of business which
Everette K. Willett, 59, died Sun- been made at the various school
afbe
will
beer
selling
as we get materials, lines will be have been
day night at his home near Hick- buildings. At Terry-Norman the
extended. No materials will be put fetced by the new ruling.
man. High mass was held Tuesiay roof has been repainted, the walls
South Fulton has allways been morning at St. Jerone's Catholic
in stock bins. We will get them
and floor refinished. In the high
into trucks and out on the lines.' dry so far as the sale of llimnsed church at Fancq Farm with Father school, the floors and walls have
liquor is concerned, but with the Russell officiating. Interment folbeen trimmed and repainted, and
banning of beer sale, the Tennessee low9d in the church cemetery there. the roof repainted. A new roof has
"CHNDLER NIGHT' SET AT
community will be bone dry.
Survivors include three daugh- been put on the Science Hall, and
MAYFIELD, AUG. 19
Fulton, Ky., will . remain wet, ters, Mrs. Moward Ellegood, Mrs. a new layer on the
roof of Carr
where whiskeys, wines, beer and Maurine Flood, St. Louis; and Mrs.
Institute. The gym floor has brit
"Chandler Night." with baseba)1
other liquors will remain on sale
H. Brown, Memphis; four song, repalAited at Carr Institinte.
commissioner _ A. B. (Happ}1
D/;''
under existing laws.
Joseph Williett, kast St. LouLr EdA /row roof has been put a.:1 the
Chandler as the guest of honor, will
die Willett, Hickman; John L. Wil- Milton colored school, the Thtlierior
August 8th in the beautiful garden
be observed at the Mayfield-Fulton
NEW BUSINESS FIRM
lett, Union City; and Donald H. of the building repainted, new
of :Mrs. James Clay Hinkley Sr.. CLARKSVILLE 6, FULTON 5
Kitty leagee baseball game at MayTO OPEN IN FULTON
Willett, with the U. S. Army in concrete steps built, and plumbing
with thirteen members and three
field Monday, August 19.
Opening its final series of games
Egypt; father, Joseph W. Willett, tepaired.
visitors. Mrs. Curtis Hancock, Miss
Chandler has informed friends in
Herbert Vaughan was in The East St. Louis; two sisters, Mis.
Eunice McAlister and Mrs. Chester at Clarksville Saturday night, the Mayfield that he will attend the
week and announc- Ira Hobbs, Lone Oak and Miss MaHinkley. Installation of officers for Fulton Chicks dropped the contest game. He will be accompanied by News office this
all their runs
ed that Gordon, Somors and ry Willett, East St. Louis; two bro- WEEDS CUT ALONG
the ensueing year was made. Mrs. 5-6. The Owls drove
Robert Humphreys, formerly of
secured the Kramer thers, George Willett, Evansville. HARRIS FORK CREEK
M. E. Daws, President: Mrs. B. L. in with homers. Gassaway clouted Mayfield, who served as state high- Vaughan have
on
bases
and will buy and William R. Willett, East St. INSIDE CITY LIMITS
building
with
Wainut-st
tinning
firs
the
in
one
Austin, Vice-president; Mrs. Charlie
way commissioner during Chandstore
fall.
and
this
drove
potatoes
Pruett
over
and
one
loaded,
Louis.
Secretary-treasurer;.
Stephenson,
ler's administration as governor of
The heavy growth of weeds along
The new firm expects to be open
with one
Mrs. James Clay Hinkley Sr., and the fence in the second
Kentucky.
the .banks, and in the bed of Harfor business August 25.
Mrs. James Clay Hinkley Jr., Pro- abroad.
ris Fork Creek through the city
TURNER RUCKER
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan have movgram d4ectors. Program for the
limits of Fulton have been cut. BeCALVIN CHAPMAN RESIGNS
410
at
8,
living
are
FULTON
and
Fulton
to
ed
4
CLARKSVILLE
Thursdied
Turner Rucker, 69,
coming year was discussed coversides adding to the general apAS HOP MANAGER
Carr-st.
day, August 8, at his home on Jacking landscaping rug making and
pearance of this area, destruction
8-4
Fulton
Clarksville
downed
son-st in this city, after a long illclothing. The members are anxiousof the weeds will provide a freer
AUGUST DEGREES AT
Goodrich
Sunday afternoon at
services
Funeral
the
were
of
manager
held
Chapman,
ness.
Calvin
a
to
forward
year
looking
better
ly
channel for flood waters in case
Field in Clarksville. There vvere six secOnd place Hopkinsville team, has MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
Saturday afternoon at Chapel Hill
of club work. The September meetof rains.
three for each team. Bur- resigned to take a position with
homers,
Interment
Sellars.
T.
by Rev. G.
ing will be with Mrs. O. E. Nariny
cella, Chick shortstop, led the hit- the Macon Peaches of the Class B
Thirty-five students at Murray followed in the church cemetery in
on afternoon of 8th. All members
KY. LEGISLATURE SETS
defor
applied
Seawright,
have
hits.
College
three
State
with
ing
charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
South Atlantic League.
are urged to be present each 'bring
Thomasson and Perston homered
Mr. Rucker is survived by three DEC. 31 AS DATE FOR
Chapman's bhtting is 361 and he grees in August, including the fola visitor.
for Fulton.
brothers, T. P. Rucker of Elbridge, SCHOOL BEGINNERS
has 17 home runs for the season, lowing from this section:
Education,
Music
of
Bachelor
HopkinsR. N. Rucker of Columbia, Tenn.,
but has been out of the
ELKS CLUB ACCEPTS
FULTON 17, CLARKSVILLE •8
Fulton; and H. W. Rucker 'of Sanford, Fla.;
The age for children to enter
ville line-up most of the time sinte Nelle Elizabeth Bizzle,
TWO NEW MEMBERS
he was injured in a- collision Julys, Bachelor of Science, Hazel Meach- two sisters, Mrs. R. M. Lennox of school in the first grade was changBob Shultz, Fulton hurler, struck 3.
am Cowin, Fulton; Forrest Alton Washington and Mrs. R. L. Jona- ed from Nov. 1 to December 31 by
the Kentucky Legislature at its
Fulton Lodge No. 1142, Benevo- out 17 men at Claricsville Monday
No manager has been signed to Riddle, Fulton; Margaret McClellan kin, south of Fulton.
lent Protective Order of Elks of night, and le dhis team at the plate replace Chapman for the iast three Workman, Cayce.
Mr. Rucker was a dairyman for last session.
A child becoming six years old
Fulton, met Monday night, and with six safe blows in six trips as weelts of the season.
many years, and had resided in this
TENNESSEE LEGIONAIRES
two new membersw ere initiated the Chicks glasted the Clarksville
section all his life. His wife pre- by Dec. 31, 1946 will be permitted
MET AT KNOXVILLE
into the club, viz: Mr. Grymes and Owls 17-8.
ceeded him in death about five to entrr school. No child becoming
SPECIAL
Each team drove out thsee home HOMEMAKERS HAVE
six after Dec. 31 will be permitted
years ago.
Mr. Jackson.
DAY
2
AUGUST
OfN
The Tennessee Division of the
After the regular rneeting, a runs. Fulton's round trippers were
Active pallbearers--0. C. Jona- to enter school during the ensuing
American Legion held their an- kin,N .L. Jonakin, J. M. Cleys, P. school year.
luncheon was enjoyed by a good hit by Shultz, Seawright and StegInternational Day was observed nual state meeting at Knixville R. Nanney, W. M. Lennox. Hon
er.
crowd of members.
The Chicks piled up an early lead, August 2 by Fulton County Home- this week, and acted on important orary—Babe Robey, O. E. Nanney, H. L. HARDY ENTERTAINS
belted a parade of four Owl makers, and Horne Demonstration matters affecting all ex-service men ilWmer Owens, Albert Owens, J. SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS
and
CLUB
MEN'S
YOUNG
Howard in the state.
for a total of 21 hits dur• Agent, Mrs. Margaret
hurlers
M. McKinney, Rob McKinney, GllHELD BANQUET HERE
Adams. The program was arranged
the game
were bert Moon, Tom Jolley, W. H.
The following officers
H. L Hardy Jr., teacher of the
by Mrs. Harvey Bondurant. Front elected: Sam Passon, of Cooiceville, Owens. Pat:: Robey. L, T. Dedrnon,
Christ Sunday School
11 to 12 o'clock, Miss Augusta Ray, State Commander; S. W. Moore, Ernest Norman,. Horace Norman, Crusaders for
Members of the Young Men's MAYFIELD 5, F(JLTON 4
Class fo the First Baptist church,
or
wives
their
home
of
demonstration
agent
Club,
Business
for Albert Hutchens.
Vice-Conrunander
Nashville,
—
entertained the group with an outguests, enjoyed a barbecue banMayfield nosed out Fulton here Hickman county, conducted the Middle Tennessee; Bill Tanner, of
ing at Reelfoot Lake last week.
a Union City, Vice-Commander for
quet at the club room on Lake•st Tuesday night, 5 to 4, when Con- recreational program. At noon
WILLIAM E. MeGINNIS
Swimming was enjoyed at SunTuesday night. Barbecue naiitton ner's home run inside the park with picnic lunch was enjoyed by all West Tennessee; Dr. H. H. Boston,
kist Beach, and a fish fry and
died
75,
McGinnis,
E.
William
Gladand chicken, with all the trimmings, bases loaded in the sixth inning put present.
Glynn
Chaplain;
of Martin,
chicken dinner later. Those attendwere prepared by the committee in the visitors ahead. Fulton had held
Feature of the afternoon pro- hill of Dyer, 9th District Commit- Wednesday, August 14, at the home ing were Alger Wade, Jim
Hodges,
in
McGinnis,
Walter
son,
markhis
of
was
charge, and the occasion
4 to 0 lead for five innings.
gram, was a talk given by Mrs. teeman.
Billy Joe Witherspoon,
Harry
ed by an evening of good fellowThe 1947 convention will be held Port Huron, Mich. His body will Wayne Pierce, Jimmie
John Graham, an English bride of
Sisson,
in Fulton Friday night, and
arrive
ship. Music was provided by se- MAYFIELD 5, FULTON 2
Memphis.
climate,
the
of
in
told
She
Cayce.
will lie in state at the Hornbeak Burns Davis, Kenneth McAlister,
lected recordings.
customs, education and other top
Chapel until Saturday aft- Richard Locke, Corky Bynum, Mr.
Funeral
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Fulton dropped its second game ics about the English people.
funeral services will Hardy and Rev. Sam Ed Bradley.
when
ernoon
CO.
BOB WHITE MOTOR
Mrs. Graham, former resident of SUNDAY, AUGUST 18
to Mayfield Wednesday night, 5 to
be held at the Cayce Methodist
NOW INTERNATIONAL
of
member
a
the
and
London,
for
mound
the
on
was
Williams
2.
the Masonic
DEALER IN FULTON
"Soul" ikthe subject of the Les- church, in chz.rge of
the Chicks. Seawright poled out a Church of England. told about
MISS ADDIE PEEPI.ES
Lodge. Interment will follow in
round trip, but Fulton failed to marriage ceremonies lasting two son-Sermon which will be read in
of
charge
•in
there
cemetery
the
Addie Peeples, 80, died
Miss
Science churches
Christian
all
Bob White Motor Company now find enough hits to overcome the hours.
Thursday night, August 8, at her
throughout the world on Sunday, Hornbeak Funeral Home.
has the agency for International visitors.
He is' survived by two sons, Wil- home in Memphis. Funeral servMr. Paul Bushart and daughter, August 18, 1946.
Trucks, succeeding Paul Nailling
The Golden Text is "My soul liam and Walter McGinnis of Port ices and burial was held at Milan,
Little Miss Mary Baird Noble of Bettie Lu are spending the week
Implement Co., of this city. Mr.
eight grandchildren Tenn., Saturday afternoon.
White is also the local dealer for Nashville is visiting her grand par- end in Baton Rouge, La., with doth magnify the Lord, and my Huron, Mich.,
Miss Peeples was a deaconness
spirit hath rejoiced in God my He was visiting with his son at the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Baird on his brother, Floyd Bushart.
Buick motor cars.
in the Methodist Church in Memtime of his death.
Miss Barbrar Rose Colley hag Savious." (Luke 1:46,47).
second street.
phis for several years, and is well
returned home from three weeks
Thomas C. Ballew, WT3c, Fulton,
Be sure yce:r cotton is clean, or known in this community. She was
"Dirty" cotton is always more
Do unto accidents hazards as they visit in Tyler Town and Dallas,
Route 1, has received his discharge
a cousin of liatTy Murphey.
your gins will find you out.
Texas.
"ginned" against than ginning.
do unto you—remove them.
from the U. S. Navy.

Meeting Held Tuesday Night
Hall; Right-of-Way
ell y
Must Be Complete by
August 19
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON. KENTUCKY
The Fulton County Neaos

POLITICALLY ANIIQUE

•TIDBITS

J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

The British - House of 'Lords Is a
strange legislative institution, conPUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
sisting of more lhan 800 Peers, with
about 35 Socialist members.
Entered as second class matter June
IS, 1987, at the post office at Pu1ton, Theoretically all legislation has to
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879. be passed by the House of Lords,
as well as by the House of ComOBITUARIES. Card of Thanks, mons. Actually, the power of the
04111/001111 Notices and Political Cards House of Lords is limited and its
charged at the rates specified by existence depends almost solely upedwerdaing department
on the goodwilll of the House of
Commons.
Btlb•cription rates radius of 10
A major dlash between the two
miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. ElseHouses is considered inevitable, but
where $200 a year.
'in the rneantime despite demands
that the House of Lords be abolished, the present Labor Government
shows no great hurry in the work
of demolition.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
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DECORATING?
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers,
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY
COMPANY
304 Walnut Street
Phone 85

Fulton, Ky.

Careful, Expert
Cleaning Service
We take careful pains with your clothes when
you bring them to us for dry cleaning.
We strive to. render prompty, satisfactory
'I service and have built our business upon satisfied customers.
Bring us your dresses, coat suits, suits, etc.,
and we'll make them spic-and-span and ready
for service again.
WE ALSO REBLOCK MEN'S HATS.

QUALITY CLEANERS
Commercial Avenue

Fulton, Ky.

OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS
ENJOY WIDE POPULARITY
%Mu.

Hundreds of our patrons are enjoying the
rich, wholesome goodness of our pure pasteurized milk, which provides

priceless vitamins

and minerals to build strong bones and healthy
bodies.

CALL FOR "PURE" MILK
FOR THE HEALTH'S SAKE

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
Phone

813-J

Fulton, Kentucky

i

Administration
The Veterans
-It is easy to forgive a fellow fOF
being queer witen he can say "Fif- has paid out more than $500,000ty years ago I did thus and so." 000 to veterans disabled in World
Well, fifty years ago I started to arW II and about one out of four
school and have been associated veterans filed a claim for disability
with school ever since. If the first ratings. Of the disability claims
hundred years are the hardest, allowed, almost 100,000 have been
then I am half way through the rated as totally disabled, mentally
or physical, because of war serhaid part of school life.
Much is made of modern methods vice.
and up-to-date teaching. I appreciate the efforts of educators to policy of defense.
Certainly, if the United States
enliven things by approaching
school with a scientific spirit and wishes to have a hand in maintaintrying honestly to discover how ing the peace of the .world, it will
teaching can best be done. But we be necessary for this rountry to
old-timers can sometimes remmeber spend an adequate sufn for the Arwhen we witnessed good teaching my, Navy and Air Corps. This proin the lowliest places imaginable, gram should not fluctuate in acin the unpainted little shacks that cordance with the economic condiused to be called schoolhouses. M3- tion of the nation, nor should it be
own rural-school teachers had little substantially reduced in order to
education. not a single one of them assure tax reductions for the people
having the equivalent of one year of this country.
We are among those who believe
of high school education. But some
of the ways we were taught were that long-range economy is served
so good that educators imagine by a continuing program of defense.
themselves great innovators by re- In two wars, the nation has been
introducing these methods today compelled to mobilize at exorbitant
and creating a great- stir among cost because of imperative necessity. This process has cost the taxthe profession.
payers billions of dollars. It might
If I were asked what is the chief
be avoided if a fuutre emergency
differen.ce between the schools toarises,_ by a policy of reasonable,
day and the one-roomed school at
but complete, preparedness.
Fidelity, I would say that the teacher of that time was a genuine hero
or heroine in the eyes of the chilAccurate
dren and the patrons. The fact that
WORKMANSHIP
a mere boy or girl could take
charge of a houseful of youngsters
At Low Cost
only a little younger than the teachWatches Cloeks and Time
er and instruct them in every thing
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratefrom the multiplication table
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
to
reading "Curfew Shall Not Rine
ANDREWS
Tonight" made most people marvcl
COMPANY
JEWELRY
at human perfectability. From as
far ba2k as I can remember I
wanted to be a teacher and have
unconsciously followed the teachers
that life has brought to me. My
best and my worst efforts as a TIRES VULCANIZED
teacher could be said to be a proAND RECAPPED
duct of the schools that I have
known.
Eleven years in a one-roomed
country school, not from being too
dull to pass but from the fact
that there was nowhere else to
go, brought
me
nine
different
teachers, four men and five women. Only two fo them continued to
he teachers the rest of their lives:
one remained a teacher of oneroomed schools until he retired; the
other was able to work up to the
position of city superintendent.
One taught school while working
his way through medical college;
another used the school system as
a starter to get his theological education. One of the girls, only eighteen at the time she taught me, ended her career after her year at Fidelity, but I can truly say that I
never had a more stimulating
teacher in all my career. As I
think back now, I know that I had
in those nine teachers just about
every type of teacher that one
could think of. Some worshiped
spelling and saw to it that we spellon all occasions; sorne regarded
arithmetic as the only subject
worthy of study; some taught history really well, with a slight prejudice, of course, to the South. But
not a single one of them taught.
lazilly
or
mechanically, even
though three of them were to die
of tuberculosis, two of whom walked out of the schoolroom, almost
literally, into the graveyard.
Since Fidelity days I have had
forty-six teachers, making a total
of fifty-five, surely enough. Two
of these teachers were in a private school that I attended for a
half year, nineteen were in a combination high school-junior college
that grew into Western, and the
other tIventy-five were undergraduate and graduate teachers in Indiana University. Only a few
of
them had a chance, because of my
having many courses under them
or because of intimate associdtion
outside the schoolroom, to impress
me as did the nine teachers in the
little Fidelity school. It is not given
may people to be so much to their
pupils as my rural teachers were;
for a whole school year they were
our guides, our models, our best
and noblest friends.

Subscribe to TIIE NEWS!

BRICKS

DISABLED

Auto Parts .
Sporting Goods
Kelly-Springfield

A record post-war production of
457,000,000 bricks in the United
States during July wiil assist in
alleviating the acute building materials shortage, according to C. C
Redick, dircetor of the Building
Materials Division of the C. P. A.
The July brick otitput topped the
400,000,000 mark for the first time
since 1941,
and was more than
65,000,000 brick higher than the
production in June.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!

Owl Drug Co.
Phone 460
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
Night Phone Martin, 281
PIT

E3EAUTIFY WALLS
AND CEILINGS
WITH WASHABLE

OIL PAINT!

Oppe

HO

Acros
Vol

SIM

Use Kurfees Flat-Tint, the genuine, high-quality oil
paint! ... Considering its low initial cost and longlasting beauty, Flat-Tint is trulypost economical....
Spreads smoothly and evenly over plaster, brick,
wood. metal and any other surface. Dries quickly to
a soft, selvely, restful finish.

KURFEES FLAT-TINT
Can be washed again and again without harming its
original beaut. . . . Available in a wide satiety of
losely pastel shades adaptable to any decorative
scheme. . . . Let us help .sou in your selection of
colors and accepted color contrasts.... Try Kurfees
Flat-Tint on a room that needs it most: note thsast improvement it will make! ... Free color chart
is yours for the asking.

KRAMER LUMBER CO.
Phone 96

Fulton, Ky.

$2.80

MEL SIMONS
Phone 478

per gallon

Upper Main St, Fulton

G000
SW

SINCE 1897

•

THANK YOU
for waiting for delivery of your

NEW CHEVROLET
We ore doing our best to see that you
get your new car as quickly as possible
We want to thank our customers and prospective customers for your friendly
patience while awaiting your new
Chevrolets.
We know it is a hardship to wait for
needed transportation; but we believe
you will understand that we, and
Chevrolet, are as eager to deliver cars as
you are to obtain them. Unfortunately,
production so far this year is far under
expectations. Chevrolet Motor Division
sums up the situation thus:
"Even though our rate of production
normally exceeds that of any other
manufacturer, we have been able to
build, up to July 1, only 12.4 per cent
as many cars as we had built up to
that date in 1941. Production is stiU
far below normal, because of frequent shortages of essential materials and parts. Strike after strike at the
plants of our suppliers has seriously
impeded our progress toward full
production, and the cumulative
effect severely hampers every manufacturing and assembly plant. In
June we were able to build only
29.2 per cent as many cars as we
produced in the same month in
1941."

DEFENSE NOT BASED
ON ECONOMY
The process of demobilization is
being followed by a campaign for
expenditures in connection with
the program of the Army and Navy.
Ni.turally, the United States
Government should not
spend
more than is reasonably necessary
for its protection, in
connection
with the armed Aervices, but one
Olotild not overlook the danger of
basing the seOge progzsans upon
a policy of ecoromy, rather than
al

The
adjourr
thered

at the

I/

Wal.nut St.

Tires

DR.E. B. CHERRY
Veterinariati

Remember—Our CAR-SERVICE is your best CAR•SAVER. Keep your present
ow "alive" until you oet de/leery of your new Chevrofet by bringing it to
us for skilled service now and at regular intervals.

While production is restricted, so—in
proportion—are shipments of cars to us.
As production increases, we are assured
of getting our proportionate share of the
total—and as quickly as cars are received,
we will speed deliveries to our customers.

CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton, Ky

HI
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The boys In Congress will soon WE, AND LATIN AMERICA
adjourn; there are votes to be gathered at home.
Many newspapers express the
opinion that unsuspecting readers
are wondering what the United
DRIVE IN
States was going to do about the
economic and political changes in
TO SEE US
Central and South America. Well,
just be calm and recall your history lessons, which explained our
troubles with Latin America—ever
PIT BAR-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI
since the Monroe Doctrine, went
SANDWICHES
into effect in the earlly days of
American Government.
Oppen Sundays and Every Night
When Elihu Root was Secretary
of State he made a goodwill visit
HOP'S LUNCH ROOM to South America, and nearly every
liministration for the past 30 or
Kt years sent friendly Emissaries
Venty Parking Space
into all the little America's—from
Curb Service
Mexico to Argentina. We have
done very well in getting along
Across Street From OK Laundry
with Brazil, but we have been unYour Patronage Appreciated
fortunate in our relations with Argentina.

Looking back over it all, it
seems that Sumner Welles, UnderSecretary of State and Aizting Secretary of State, did the best job
of any American diplomate in our
time. Here in Washington there has
been one of these kind of beliefs—
that doesn't break down—that Hull
was jealous of Welles.
500-MILE THRUWAY

WHO'S NUTS?

since the end of the war but admits that crimes by young adults
are increasing. This he attributes
to the fact that many of the young
adults, just returning from Army
service, found it difficult to readjust themselves to. normal civilian affairs. Despite these figures,
Mr. Chute r_•onciudes that "the flat
statement that crime is increasing
is not good statistics." He suggests
that "even adult crime is getting
back tow here it was before the
war."
r • 'a
The figures given by Mr. Chute
ought to be revealing to many moralists who have assumed of hand
and categ9rically that the young
people of the nation are going to
the dogs faster than ever before.
As he reveals, the much-heralded
increase. in juvenile crime represents far fewer cases than in earlier year and that even in the war
period, the number of cases was
far below those reported in 1930,
despite an increase in population.

the largest monthly increase since
the BLS began reporting figures
on athirty-day basis in 1940, and
probably the largest monthly rise
since the Bureau began collecting
data in 1913. Prices of food registered the largest increase, 30 per
cent; living essentials, other than
food, rose less than 1 per cent.
Do you ever finish all of tomorrow's work tomorrow?
It is surprising how much some
people expect for nothing.

What has gone wrong in the
The State of New York is now
constructing a 486-mile thruway to United States that, instead of becoinmercial ing well on the way to a new era
carry pleasure and
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
traffic from New York City to Lake of prosperity, we're going through
one
confusion
state
of
after
anErie within a single traffic light
other?
or grade intersection.
Some will say strikes have held
The new highway will have six
RADIO REPAIR
up
production and crippled trarislanes, with opposing traffic separatportation. Some will say restriced by a landscaped mall and the
SERVICE
tions and regimentation have stiflroad will be constructed to give
ed business. Still others will say
drivers a clear visibility of 1,000
that Industry has been rebellious
feet ahead at all times. It will be
and uncooperative. But are these
Parts and Tubes
completed within five years and
things not the results rather than
will be operated without toll chargthe cause of our confusion? Isn't
es to travelers.
the cause sirnply thatb this counPhone 1261
One of the improvements in the try has indulged
in a costly experi- RETAIL PRICES
highway will be provision for ve- ment in centralized
control which
hicles to enter and leave by accela- is
HAM'S RADIO
sometimes called "Planned EcoRetail prices of living essentials
rating and decelerating lanes, con- nomy?" Hasn't this planned
econo- for moderate income families innected with exterior thoroughfares my meant
SERVICE
that economic. questions creased about six per cent for the
on an average of every four miles. have been settled according
to month of July 15, according to
Moreover, the separate lanes will
political judgment and for political preliminary figures of the
Bureau ! 324 Walnut St., Fulton
handle commercial - and pleasure reasons?
of Labor Statistics of the Depart- I
traffic, with a continous
wide
In another ten years will we a- ment of Labor. This increase is I
shoulder to allow the withdrawal
gain have millions of Americans
of disabled cars from the highspeed
''on relief" or working on goveintraffic flow.
ment projects at subsistence wages?
The American Public Works Association says that the $202,000,000 The answer is squarely up to those
who formulate our national policexpress super-highway will connect on the west with a similar ies. If national policies continue to
punish business—to cripple prihighway being planned by the
State of New Jersey and that even- vate enterprise—there is no possi- I
JUST CALL FOR
tually, it will be the -"main stem" I bility of avoiding a disastrous unemployment
situation.
Private
enof an express-way network into
terprise must supply the jobs for
New England and Canada.
America's millions of workers. Even those who work for the governSubscribe to THE NEWS!
at the
ment, or depend on relief funds,
can be paid only with money deW. W. Jones & Sons rived from private enterprise;
government has no other source of
Funeral Horne
income—no other means of sustain129 University
Phone MO
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands,
ing itself, anyone or anything.
MARTIN, TENN.
What we need in fact, what we
Fulton, Ky.
A Distinctive Service
must have, is an immediate reWithin Your Means
turn to a free market where the
consumer may excercise the right
of choice and where his dollar is
free to find its own value in goods
and services, .which, of course, is
impossible so long as any subsidies are in effect, or so long as any
prices are regulated by apything
Chiropractor
other than supply and demand.
This is a crucial year. All of
But everybody can follow these common
City National Bank Bldg the House and one third of the
sense precautions and help reduce the hazards:
Senate are to be elected this Fall.
If a majority of those elected to
'Office Hous 9 to 12; 2 to 5
Congress are free enterprisers—be-1
1. Clean up your premises.
lieve in a free market—then, in l•
Evenings 7 to 8 p. m.
my judgement, we'll really go to
2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
to town on recovery and trade
Plasmatic Therapy
closets.
channels will shortly thereafter be
filled with all kinds of goods.
PHONE 97
On the other hand, if a majority
3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
Electrical Treatments
of the new Congress are exponents
POLICY—be
sure you are fully covered—both
of planned economy—believe
in
price controls, subsidies and a rebuildings and household effects.
stricted market---then, I believe we
will be headed for by far the bigg4. If you have any insurance problems or
est smashup the world has ever
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.
known.
Be sure you know where the
candidates you support stand on
FIRE—it can happen to you!
this all important question.

PLUMBING SERVICE
R. D. STRATTON, Plumber

FEATURING
32 IMPORTANT
ADVANCEMENTS
New aluminum alloy
pistons with 4 rings
each---new SILVALOY

These fine new trucks add still
further to the great Ford truck
reputation of more work for
less money. Thirty-two new
engineering advancements increase their efficiency and your
profits!

B.& B. SUPPLY Co.

We Servke All Makes
Our thoroughly trained truck
mechanics and special truck
service facilities enable us to
give you A-1 service co
makes.

Loarings . . . these and
many more advancements mean more work
for leas moneyl

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.
FULTON, KY.
1,
7

TRUCK SERVICE

No Building Is Immune
From FIRE--

DR. T. M. REID

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
DROPS

It takes a wealth of newideas to keep the wheels of
progress spinning. At the Illinois Central two clown
a day—suggested by members of our railroad family—are put to work making this a better railroad.
Every idga adopted earns its originator a cash
award. Largest award to date-82,605.00; the minimum-95.00. The record for the past seven and •
one half years: 188,753 suggestions submitted;
31,879 adopted; S379,254 in cash awards.

The Illinois Central intends to earn your continued
patronage-and friendship.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President

Main Street
Fulton, Kentucky
Declaring that the high tide of
juvenile delinquency, reached dur- tr
ing the war years is now going out,
Charles L. Chute, executive director of the National Probation Association, predicts that juvenile delinquency figures will reach an all
I time ebb within ten years.
Mr. Chute beses his concision upa study of the courts in the City of
New York, which show a decrease
of fifteen per cent in the first five
months of this year from the total
for the same period last year. He
says that he has received similar
reports from a number of other
cities throughout the country.
It is, interesting to call attention
to tte fact, as reported by Mr.
Chute, that juvenile deliquency,
which increased fifty per cent during the mid-war years of 1943 and
Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
1944, when contrasted with the
figures of 1941, is a somewhat deSand and Gravel. See us for your building
ceptive comparison. He points out
that deliquency figures reached
their lowest point in 1943. Citing
needs.
New York figures, he says that the
all-time high for juvenile delinquency was in 1930, when Children's
Courts handled 8,000 cases. In 1941,
this figure dropped to 4,438, but
rose to 6,640 in 1943 and 6,900 in
both 1944 and 1945.
Here is the gist of the study by
Chute: The interesting point is
that at their highest during the
war, figures were considerably under those for 1930, despite the large
Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.
increase in population over the
same period. The official points out
that youth's behavior has improved 61111310.

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS

ON NEW IDEAS

This year, and in those ahead, we are counting on
the constant stimulation of these new ideas to help
speed our program to bring you transportation
second to none.

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

ILLINOIS
CE NTRAL
RAILROAD
MAIN

LINE OF

MID AMERICA

Adams & Lowe
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BEELERTON
Our revival at . Wesley began
Sunday with a big crowd. Good
sermons are delivered at 11 a. m.
and 7:45 p. m. Come out.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon and son were recently guests
of his parents.
Mr .and Mrs. Henry Clark and
son, Mrs. Sevier have returned to
their home in Chicago, after a ten
days vacation with Charles Clark
in Brookport, Ill., Mrs. L. k.
Wright. Boaz, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Hamp
Clapp, Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Nall
of Beerlerton, Mr. and Mrs. L. K.
Moore and Mrs. Bennett Wheeler
of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Weterstreet of St. Louis, and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Heitman of Palmyra,
Mo.
Airs. Frank Browder and lady
friend of Detroit are here visiting
relatives including Mr. and Mrs.
Alzo Hicks and Mr. and Mrs. Rich
Gardner.
Mrs. Fanny Ward and Mrs. Susan Johnson had as Sunday guests
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Cooley, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Cunningham, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Cooley.
Hamp Lewis has returned home
after several weeks visit in Western
Texas.
Mrs. Benard Bostick and Ricky
visited in the following homes this
week, Mrs. Leslie Walter, Mrs. Larry Binford, and Mrs. Leon Wright.
Lowell Weatherspoon was a Sunday guests of his parents and attended church at Wesley.
Rev. McMinn was a Sunday dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Walker Monday. He was a dinner
guest of :Vb.. and Airs. Wesley
Beard.
Bettie
White
spent
Friday
night with Wanda Wright.
Mrs. Robert Gardner and Carolyn Kimble were surrpised with a
joint birthday dinner at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Gardner,
Sunday.
Gilbert Ladd spent Saturday
night with Leslie B. Walker.
S. J. Walker Jr., broke a bone
in his foot Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Mattie Marchman and Mrs.
Mettle Guyn went to seeAlr. Rollie
Howell Nionday.
Jerry Comb phoned his mother
th e past week from California. He
is sailing for Korea.
Mrs. Jim Walker and son spent
the past week in Tennessee with
her parents.
Freddie Brock spent(
last week i
with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Walker.
Rev. Earl Hamlett and Mrs.1
Hamlett have returned. to their I
home in Amerillo, Texas, after a
three weeks vacation in Tennessee
and here with Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Wright.
Friday afternoon Rev. Hamlett.
Leon Wright and Wanda Wright
visited Mrs. Kennie Cook in Hickman.
*

Little 'Linda Ann 'White of Fulton spent last week with her grandparents, Mr., and Mrs. L. L. White.
Rupert Phelps of Detroit new
down for ithe wOik end with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Auzie Phelps.
Mrs. Laura Presley is spending
a few weeks with relatives anti
friends in the New Hope neighborhood.
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Moore and
Judy entertained Rev. and Mrs. E.
C. Nall Sunday with a dinner at
their home in Fulton, it being the
birthday of Mrs. Nall. In the afternoon all drove to Boaz for a visit
with Mrs. L. L. Wright, who is
leaving for Chicago to make her
home.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. White and
Bettie and Wanda Wright were Saturday dinner guests of Mr. and

C"14LS
"dPdfstVEP
mALARIA

666
I Clean DENTAL

PLATES
This Easy Way
scientific se•r
At last.
t• clean dental plates •niii
bridges REAL 1. Y clean
Just psit roar pliste in •
glass of limier. Add • hi tie
Ankh-acting RLF.E.NITE. With magic-like
speed. discoloration, stains and dent•re odor.
vanish — the original ckan brightness ilk
restored? li's easy. economical and sale,
Ask your druggist tor KLEENITIE today.

KLEENITE the Brushless Way

"1/

Get KLEENffE today at DeMyer
Drug Company, Evans Drug Com.
pani and all gno.I druggists.

will engage in making molasses in
next few months. From all indications the crop bids fair to a fine
yield.
Mrs. Vovene Hastings has returned to Detroit after a two weeks
visit here with relatives and home
folks.
Mr. and Mrs J. W. Bynum spent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Doyle Frields and both couples
went on a weiner roast. A nice
time was had.

Mrs. Frank Barber in Fulton.
Burton Clifton is spending his
vacation near Nashville with his
grandparents.
Mrs. Alton Henderson and children of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Brown and children of Bartley, W. Va., Mr. and Mrs. Brown
and children of Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Raymer and family of
Union City were guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Brown
the past week.
Everett Gardner
Rupert and
were here the past week visiting
their mother, Mrs. Jenny Gardner,
who has been very sick. She is reported better now.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins Hicks and
little granddaughter, Carol Sloat,
of Detroit arrived Sunday for a
Jisit with Telatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Johnson
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Walker.

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Tim Ainley a fine young lad a few days
ago, their first.
Lucian Abernathy III, arrived
home the past week with his discharge from the U. S. Navy. Lucian served about a year in Bainbridge, Md., and Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Erie
Cunningham
and
G-eorge Ed have returned to Dresden after a week's stay with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Mr. Dove Mathis recently purchased a new sorgjium mill and

entire night.
Mr. Harold Tucker received his
discharge from the U. S. Army a
few weeks ago ant is now home
having served more than a year In
States, overseas twice to Korea

Notice To
FARMERS:
Just a word to the farmers around Fulton and.
adjoining communities:
We are going to BUY AND STORE POTATOES THIS FALL in Fulton.
- We are located in the Kramer Building just
east of the I. C. Railroad, near Usona Hotel. We
will appreciate your patronage.

Gordon, Somors
& Vaughan

AND if you aren't up on today's expressive slang, peanuts means a
very small amount of money. Like
your electric bill. It really is peanuts,
isn't it, compared to most other items
in your family budget.
While the cost of most things climbed
during the years, the price of electricity
kept right on coming down. Even in
wartime, and afterwards, when practically all prices spiraled up and up,
electricity actually became a few peanuts cheaper. As a matter of fact, our
average home customer gets twice as
much electricity for his money as he
got 10 to 12 years ago. That's because
his rates have bee,n cut about in half
ha that time.
Bow?

Junior Rae and sister, Mrs. m9nette Nelson have returned to Detroit after visiting their mother,
Mrs. Florence Rae and other relatives near Dukedom.
Wind of high velocity struck this
area the past Friday night and did
quite al ot of damage. a barn was
blown down on the Fount Gibson
farm and anothr on the Sam Bynum place near this villiage. Trees
were blown down in some sections.
A down pour of rain fell most the

Well, for one thing, there's sound
business management. We have men
who had thg_wit and foresight to make
use of nevc equipment and new methods to geUewer cost electricity for our
customers71, nd wfio planned and built
for the future. For another thing you,
the customer, have used more and
more electricity, thus helping, through
your own increased usage, to lower
your unit cost. And as your use of
electricity becomes wider, we plan to
continue that downward cost trend.
During the next few years, we expect the use of electricity to grow immensely. We are looking forward to
new and larger industries, larger and
finer stores and office buildings, vastly
increased farm usage as electric service

with occupatitin troops%
There are a lot of people in the
world who now think that a strong
Germany might be useful in stopping Russia.

s d cl •

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF

We are equipped and have the experience to give you the kind of service you
desire in seed cleaning.
WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

A.C.Butts&Sons
Phone 202-W or 202-J
East State Line
Fulton, Kentucky

is made available to more and more
farms and as new farm equipment
comes on the matrket. Finally, we
expect electricity to be used more
and more in the home, to wake housework easier, and to make home life
brighter, healthier and more enjoyable.
We are offering our "all out" help
to make these improvements possible.
Our trained personnel will work with
each of these groups to make the most
economical use of electricity. And
sound business management will endeavor to lower the cost of electricity
in the future as it has in the past.
Remember, despite the increased octet
of nearly everything you buy, electricity is cheaper than ever before. Your
electricity does work for peanuts.

KENTUCKY UTIf.IIIES COMPANY
1200 Men and Women Striving To Serve You Well

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
PILOT OAK

in the
strong

n stop-

COCOANUT BUTTER CAKE
Fresh Graded Cocoanut

80c

FRESH PINEAPPLE PIE
Tender Flakey Crust

40c

HOT BUTTER TOP BREAD
11:00 A. M. — 4:00 P. M.

10c

Assorted Cookies 20c Doz.

FINCH'S BAKERY
Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and refrigerator, whip the cream be'Jimmie Allen took Sunday dinner fore adding it to the other ingredCAGLE & BOWLIN
Mrs. Carrie Coleman and Gene I with Mr. and Mrs. Bernal Lowry. ients. Stir when the mixture beMr. and Mrs. Fred Waggoner and
Goodwin of Detroit are visiting regins to freeze.
Furnaces Vacuum
Robert spent Sunday with Mr. arid
latives and friends here.
Menu:
Smothered
chicken.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Goodwin t Mrs. Tom Hall.
Cleaned
mashed potatoes, corn on cob, can visited Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Cruse)
Plumbing and Heating
Sunday.
RECIPE OF THE WEEK
aloupe-peach salad, rolls, butter
and frozen custard.
Mrs. Ray Fleming is convalescing
Stoker Service
nicely after an operation at MayOld fashioned frozen custard canEvery human being has the befield last week.
not be surpassed for pleasing flav206 Church St.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Collins return- or. .Made with eggs and milk, it ginning of intelligence but thte
Phone 399
ed home Friday after visiting re- adds food value to the meal as well germ does not thrive unless cultilatives near Water Valley the past as refreshment. From the Univer- vated.
week.
sity of Kentucky College of AgriMr. and Mrs. Jess Hainley and culture and
Economics
Home
children took Sunday dinner with comes this teasted recipe:
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Hainley.
Frozen Cutard
This section was in the path of
2 E ggs
the storm Friday night, the wind
1-2 cup sugar
blowing down
trees,
unroofing
1 cup rich milk
the electrical storm
barns and
1-2 teaspoon vanilla
striking terror.
1 cup whipping cream
L. J. Williams has returned home
Scald the milk. Beat the egg
after being in service for the past yolks slightly, add the sugar and
two years.
then add to the milk. Cook in a
Mr. Wash Casey suffered a par- double boiler until the spoon is
aleptic stroke last week, and is
':oated, stirring constantly. Cool,
some better at this time.
beaten
egg
add salt, flavoring,
Mrs. Sera Hampton and
Mr.
whites and cream. Pack in a hand
Clarence Bowden and children visfreezer, using 8 parts of ice to
ited Mr. and Mrs. Pern Grissom
one of salt, and turn until frozen.
last week.
SALES AND SERVICE
If reezing is done in a mechanical
Miss Little Casey spent last week
with Mrs, Murriel Townsend near
PARTS AND SUPPLIES
Gilbertsville Dam. Mrs. Muriel
Williams returned home with her
NOTICE!
for a visit.
If you have termites, write or call
We are now authorized agents for
Mrs. Edd Mount,. Mrs. Maude
Carl Grooms for free in.spection,
Lamb, Mrs. Lela Bushart,. Mrs.
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
402 Soutb Ilth Street, Mayfield, Ky.
Muriel Townsend and Miss Lille
Phone 716-R. Reference furnished.
Casey visited Mrs. Mary 'Collins
We are also the authorized BUICK dealer in
5tp
Sunday afternoon.
Quite a .crowd visited Mr. and
Fulton.
WANTED—To rent unfurnished
Mrs. Tommie Moore Sunday afterhouse or apartment, five rooms or
noon.
more. J. C. Frederick, 209 West
Bethlehem revival closed SaturState Line, Phone 316.
25-5tpd
WHEN YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NEEDS
day night. Several conversions and
additions were reported, and much
REPAIRING OR AN OVERHAUL JOB-FOR SALE--New alielectric Milk
good has come through this meetCooler, will hold 14 gallon cans
SEE US!
ing. Rev. McMinn did the preachof milk. Ceiling price. Inunediate
ing.
delivery. Quick Service Ref. Ser
Mrs. Violet Bushart and Gale vice, 204 Church-st, Fulton, Phone
spent Saturday night with Mr. and 848-R
27-2tc
taIrs. Orbie Bushart.
FARM FOR SALE-80 acres one
Quite a crowd atten,ded the baptizing of Miss Gene Goodwin of mile north of Liberty church.
Detroit Sunday afternoon at Prest- School bus, mail route and milk
er Bennett's pond. She joined the route by door. Electricity on farm.
Several thousand feet of timber.
Missionary Baptist church.
Mr. Pern Grissom is able to be interested see Samuel E. Holly,
2tp.
up and out again after being sick Fulton Route 1.
for quite a while.
FOR SALE—Wood
and
coal
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 60
Fourth St. Ext.
Little Sue Coletharp is slowing
range with reservoir. Good condiimoroving after a tonsil operation.
tion. Phone 613.
2tp
Mr. and Mrs. Barrett Seay and
Mr. Sam Coletharp attended church
here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Easley, Mrs.
Rhoda Taylor and sone Mrti, 2001,19
Wade and daughter and Mr:* and
Mrs. Oscar Taylor were Sunday
visitors of Mr,. and Mrs. Ferd
Steele.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart visited Mr. and Mrs. John Yates Sunday
afternoon.

International
Trucks........

CLASSIFIED ADS

1E.

"I didn't have Fulton Pure milk for his cereal this morning.' .

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

WANTED!
MACHINE OPERATORS
EXPERIENCED OR INEIPERIENCED
APPLY AT ONCE
AT THE OFFICE

HenryI.SeigelCo.
Phone 801

Fulton, Ky.

BOB WHITE
MOTOR CO.

ad To School Thne

Mrs. Emma McNeely is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crittcpclen.
They took Sunday dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Crittenden.
Mrs. Ruell Hart of Brandon, 1Wiss.,
Is visiting her parents, Mr. and
s. Jim Rains this week.
Mrs. Estell Emerson's condition
is unimproved at this time.
Mrs. Lee James of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Powell Webb,
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Williams of Oak
Ridge, Mr. arid Mrs. Carl Smith.of
Knoxville, Mra. A. T. Nelson of
EVansville, Inch, Mr. and Mrs. Jess
HaYt, Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House,
Mrs. Lola Gardner, .Mrs. Edith
Yates and Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart, Mrs. Allene Lowry, and Mrs.
W.ade Hart and Jean were Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rains.

01//shemer

School time rolls around again, and boys
and girls of this section will have to get
ready for the opening day. Marty young folkswill need new clothing for the school days
ahead. KASNOW'S has always been a popular place for outfitting school children.
Pants
Caps
Shoes

Shirts
Hats
Sweaters

our To MALARIA?

Notice To Our

666 eats AT ONO to relieve ...used by rennet's
for years. .try hi

:an oinek - suss
CAUTION—Ur. Cmly A. D.rociod

CUSTOMERS

TIRE REPAIR
SERVICE

Just Received a New Shipment.of
DUNGAREES for the Children
and Older'Folks, Too. Sizes 6 to 16,
and 32 to 40.

Effective Monday August 19th, 1946, we will
Vukanizing
A Specialty

Children's Coveralls, Sizes up to 8.

This change is being.made solely for the benefit of our employees.

AUTO PARTS
AND TIRES

Your cooperation in making this change will
be greatly appreciated.

PHONE 478

L. KASNOW

open daily at 7 A. M.
We will close daily at 5 P. M.

Browder Milling Co.,Inc.

Mel Simons
Corner Main and Washington
FULTON, KY.

"We Clothe The Entire Family"
Fulton, Ky.
448 Lake Street
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WEL

Not every tnan tells the public NOTES AND COMMENT
exactiy why he undertakes certain
thtngsA balanced life includes work,
recreation, meditation and study.
High prices in the United States
will not encourage other nations to
buy our products.
Prices may advance considerably
Welding and Machine out those who postpone purchases
will not be injured.
Shop
It is all right to wait until the
last minute to do something that
Electric and Acetylene you can do in the last minute.
Political campaigns seldom proWelding
duce a .candidate who knows that
he is r.ot going to be elected.
If you want a good laugh read
Repairing
General
some fo the blurbs that advertise
cosmetics for men, or women.
Money in the bank, or in postal
Phone 345
savings, is much better than cash
in a tin can or an old sock.
103 McDowell St.
Your attitude to what might be
called the unessentials measures

GUY WEBB

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
I SAID:
.
D0'YOU
BELIEVE IN
CluE15 FOR_
wOMENre-

JUST INHEN THEY
GET TOO DOGGONE
OVERBEARING.

se-T 'YOUR -seAnimosANC. cOME TO

RE-NU
SHOE SNOP
TBEV BELIEVE IN PLEASING
1.01./ All TIE Tote

RE-NU SHOE SHOp

Lake Street, Fulton

Next to the City National Bank

Watch Repairing
Bring your watch to us for regulation and reflair service. Satisfaction assured.

Phone 98

Fulton, Ky.

Keep Your Motor Smiling

SELFREGULATION

1

Smallman & Webb

Now that feed is so scarce and
the cost high, Fult4In county farm.:
ers may be interested to know that
recent experiments indicate
that
heavy shoats on good legume pasture and corn will make cheaper
gains than if they were fed an expensive protein supplement. provided the pigs weigh 75 pounds or
more and have been fed a good protein ration during their early developement.

SERVICE
POISGROVE STATION
Fulton Ky.

See Us For Your—

(ALL US

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
DRY CLEANING

We have a good supply of popular veterinary

--and—

supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
BOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

FURNACE and ROOF

IS

Phone 9193 for Pick-Up and Delivery Service.
We handle GQ0D GLUF PRODWTS.
Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated
Ar,
.14
=
•

Ma.yfield Highway

Ths
BRONZOLEUM

WHAT

Let us help you keep your car performing, and
and giving you carefree service.
DRAIN AND REFILL THE CRANKCASE
wrni NEW OIL — COMPLETE LUBRICATION SERVICE — TIRES CHANGED AND
REPAIRED

CHAS. W. BURROW

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Warren Jewelry Co.
3/ Walnut Street

better human being than ever be- $2,431,708,000 WiLS appropriated for
HUMAN RACE IMPROVING
your growth as an individual.
fore and that the progress of civili- terminal leave payments to enEmotional oratory may stir peoThere are any number of worthy zation, including the upward swing listed men; the program to ease
ple but it has never proved any
shortage
fact in the history of the world.
citizens disturbed by figures that of public and private morals, is the veterans'' housing
the
$328,784,000 , making
Hundreds of people buy thous- show an increase in crime in the encouraging to those who work for took
grand total, $10,154,458,415.
ands of books that they never United States. We have seen it stat- better days.
read but they look nice on the ed that crimes last year exceeded
shelves.
those of 1944 by 12 4 per cent.
VETERNS' APPROPRIATIONS
The idea that marriages originate
While this is a matter of concern
numin Heaven is disturbed by the
it does not mean, in our opinion, a
That the welfare of war veterber that end in the divorce courts. permanent depravity for the race
REAL ESTATE and
It takes money. brains and as a whole. The nation, and the ans was uppermost in the minds of
energy to make a business grow, 'world, has just come through wide- the 79th Congress is shown by PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
regardless of what workers may spread warfare, with young men the fact that more than $10,000OFFICE OYER CITY NATIONAL
assuine,
taught to kill rather than to re. 000,000 in appropriations for the
BANIE—PHONE 61
Our Oyvn Advice: If you are to spect life. The denunciation of current fis.cal year benefitted the
have something to eat in the Win- I enemy peoples has naturally affect- GI's. The Veterans Administration Farm and City Property
ter, put up something to eat in the ed the regard that civilization in- got $17,393,966,415; an additional
List or Buy With Us!
Summer.
culcates for others.
'
The average individual would
The pessimistic viewpoint that is
make faster progress, along every taken to the pi-ogress of humanity
Veterinary Service
line, if he received more help and by many moralists is not justified,
less advice.
in our opinion. They like to conService Day or Night
Make your contribution, in time trast selected facts like the great
Phone 807-R
807-J
or money, to the life of the com- advance in material well-being and
Concrete Burial Yemdl
Or Call 70
munity without expecting others to what they consider lower moral
,/p.m
match what you do.
standards but they seldom point
The members of Congress are a- out that churches. hospitals and Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Beaetzr "--bout to give their report to son- schools are receiving greater fire
erttr
netn:
th
nee
Graduate Veterinarian
stituents; it might be a good prac- nancial support than ever before.
Located on Martin-Fulton
tice to ask them questions.
The crimes and sins that are
The trouble with most books is committed by human beings do not
Highway
that the authors write them to sell necessarily reflect the average be-'
and consequently seek to say what havior of the race. In this day of
the buyers like to read.
fast and widespread publicity. thesi.. 1
After viewing the results ac- happenings are news and are genFOR
complished by' various minority erally- known. The quiet lives of
groups, we are looking around to good people seldom make the news- HEALTH'S SAKE-see what minority we belong to.
papers or the radio broadcasts but
SEE YOUR
The purpose of business is to there are many of them, just the r
CHIROPRACTIC
make monye; of you have a busi- same.
Gold Cagy Mull
ness and it isn't making money,
PHYSICIAN
„, Funeral Dinetors.
We find it difficult to reconcile:
let somebody else have it.
PHONE 450
the easy declarations that the'
Maids sod Serviced by 't
The increasing number of high- "home has
broken down" in its,
DR.
B.
L.
DAVIS
way accidents• indicates that the training
KATTERJOHN
of young people with the
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
people of Fulton county, if they oratory that we
hear on commenceConcrete Product',
FULTON. KENTUCKY
want to live, should give serious ment day
an dother occasions, like
Paducah. 14.
consideration to a safety program. Mother's
Day-. It is hard to believe
Human nature has not changed that the
school have likewise colmuch in the last few thousand lapsed
in their effort to train young
years, despite the increase in in- people when it is a
Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
matter of corntelligence and the efforts of re- mon knowledge that they
now informers.
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
struct more pupils than ever beBusiness profits, during the past fore and,
in many of them, give
distant cities
few years, just accumulated; to them valuable insight,
into basic
make profits in the next few years and fundamental truths
not necesmay test the ability of executives. sarily associated with
textbooks.
Every owner of property should
It is all right for anybody, who
FULTON, KY.
maintain i tin a way to add the at- wants to believe these
pessimistic
tractiveness of the area in which conclusions, to take them
to their
AMBULANCE SERVICE
it is located. Besides. the process heart's content but the
reader can
pays dividends.
Day or Night—Phone 7
write us down as firmly convincEvery citizen of Fulton county ed that mankind is today
better
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
is entitled to the same considera- than ever, that the
average man
tion in 'this newspaper; if you know arid woman, the world
over, is a
some news, even about yourself,
send it in.
Whether children or parents deserve blame for the behavior of
oung people i sa question that resembles the famous query about
the hen and the egg.
When you get so busy that you
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
cannot take time off for rest and .
recreation, you are too busy. Never
your roof.
forget that the world will turn
on its axis when you pass on.
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY
Despite the increase of farm pricThrough this Couunittee
es, in the past few years, agriculthe Kentucky brewing
ture, as in industry, is still out
Industry — brewers,
balance yvhen compared with the
wholesalers, retailers-income that other activities receive.
cmd Kentucky law enSuggestions from subscribers, as
forcement agencies all
to improving the .contents of nit
TIN SHOP
work together to mctinNews, are always welcome in our
tain wholesome condiMain and Olive Streets,
office. Give us your opinion anti
Fulton, Ky.
tions in retail beer outus what you like.
lets.

LAUNDRY SERVICE

The first step in this progressive plan is EDUCATION. The licensed
retcdler is kept constantly informed of his responsibilities —both legal cmd social—cmd of
the prompt help he ccm
get from this Conunittee whenever problems
arise.
The second step is V1GILANCE. There is COnslant rigorous, alert enforcement of the progrcan to see that the
law is strictly upheld.
The third step is SELFREGULATION. In cooperation with state and
local cruthorities, the
brewing industry Itself
acts quickly to correct
any bregularfties surrounding the retail erde
of beer.

CAR OWNERS
who care tie

TEXACO GAS AND OIL
We have accessories of all

kinds, Batteries

and Battery Charng.
Do. washing, greasing, polishing and Simonizing, fix flats, vulcanize tires and tubes.

POULTRY POWDER
Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL

PARISIAN

DRUG COMPANY

LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
Phone 14
Oar

Road Service
KENTUCKY COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES
BREWERS
,
FOUNDATION

MOULTRIE'S

Service
Station

HARRY D. FRANCE, State Director

Located on West State Line Street

1523 HIFYBURN BUILDING
LOUISVILLE

Phone 9183
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- This week we are featuring many of the smaller items
to be found in our store.

But this is only a minor

portion of those that may be obtained here. When
you think of something you need about the home or
farm, it will be worth your while to visit our store,
for we may have just what you are looking for, and
we shall be pleased to help you.
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUM
Answere to last' week question is FALSE--A cud and a
full set of lower teeth and upper teeth. except front ones.

BRASS HOSE NOZZLES, each
HAND SCALES, weigh 50 lbs.
BABY SCALES
CRESCENT WRENCH
'CYCLONE HATCHET
MEAD CLAW HAMMER
WE STOCK CONGRESS STANDARD DRIVES
Pulleys built to fit the belt.

EXTRA SPECIAL
Just received a beautiful 30-piece dinnerware
$12.95
set, in handsome case.
OTHER DINNER SETS
$J.95 to $22.95
Ranging in price from
SEE US FOR ODD PLATES, CUPS,SAUCERS,
BOWLS AND PLATERS
Remember us fo-r that popular Pyrex Ovenware.
NEW PLASTIC ICE CUBE MAKER,
for the refrigerator

$onpyki,
RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

SEE US FOR YOUR STOVE SUPPLIES
We have wicks and burners far making repairs.
$12.50
NEW 3-BURNER OIL STOVES
$1.50
0-CEDAR DUST OR POLISH MOPS
$8.00
NEW BRACE, without bits
CLOTHES LINE, 50 ft. steel wire
85c
RE-DECORATE AND IMPROVE YOUR HOME
We have a complete stock of Kem-Tone for interior wall finish. Gallon
We also have FLAT WALL PAINT,
blue, or buff. Gallon
PAPER PLATES, one dozen
CANNISTER SETS,
four containers, Regular $1.29 value,
Special This Week Only

99c

79c
CAKE CONTAINER, with cover
$2.39
Kromex Cake Container
$1 to $2
iBEAUTIFUL TEA POTS
.
$2.95
BREAD CABINET
$1,25
WATER JAR, 3 gallons
$1.15
ALUMINUM STEWER
89c
GRANITE STEWER
SESSIONS ELECTRIC CLOCK $3.85
JUSTRITE ELECTRIC LANTERN
NEW GILLETTE TECH RAZOR
\vith five blades
READYRITE DELUXE automatic Pencil
PICNIC TABLE-TRAYS,
set of 3 portable trays
PEARL HANDLED KNIFE
CONICLIN FOUNTAIN PEN
PENMAN FOUNTAIN PEN

CAST ALUMINUM TEAKETTLES
ALUMINUM CORNBREAD STICKS $1 to $1.35
NEVERBREAK PORCELAIN ENAMELED
$1.39
SKILLET. guaranteed one year
10c
and
35c
PIE PANS,aluminum
TOWEL RACKS
40c
SCHICK RAZOR
$1.50
in carrying case, with 20 blades
EVERSHARP INJECTOR RAZORS
$1.50
with blades
SCHICK OR PACKED ELECTRIC RAZOR
$15.00
your choice
GEM MICROMATIC RAZOR
with blades
DESK SETS
Pen and Pencil
$3.2-5
Pen only
$2.25
FLOURESCENT DESK LAMPS
Fine for students
_ $5.50 to $14.00
SCOUT KNIVES
knife with scabbard
$4.95
OFFICIAL SOFTBALL
$2.35
SOFTBALL BATS
_
_ $1.00 to $2.95
DELUXE ELECTRIC PANTS PRESSER $2.15
FLASHLIGHTS
all metal or bakelite type
DUNLOP TENNIS BALLS,
3 balls in sealed can.
Regular $2.25 value, Special-2.00
PICNIC ICE BOXES
_
THERMOS BOTTLES, pint

TABLE MODEL R/11-2167. Nee
tubes, no aerial or gtound
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet. asusaallf
styled. Large.easy-,
to-read dsaL

In radio, it's tone,ofcourse,dtat's
most important. And for tone;
you think of SONORA, pioneer In
tone engineering for over 30
years. Come in and bear these iariv
..models —then you be die judge.
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dand prize , winners
matching roses and ivy in their tended a family reunion Sunday atl day afternoon. All report a plea- were enjoye
Druie Irunan, HillMesdames
Sunwere
after
left
Watts
at
sant outing. They
the home of Kenneth
hair.
Helen Kiting. Reand
Collier
man
day school and enjoyed a picnic
The little flower girl, Miss Sally Fulgham.
In a pretty candel light ceremony
freshments, Coca Cola and sandMr. Gus Donoho is in a serious lunch at the lake.
in a white organdy
was
Augh,
at the Reid Memorial church, SatMr. and Mrs. Warren Graham 'wiches were served.
frock with full skirt and long condition in the Baptist Hospital
urday evening at 8:30 o'clock, Auga
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clays left
she
in
wore
and
hair
Memphis.
her
Mrs. Thomas Stokes and children
sleeves. In
ust 3, Miss Beverlee Muff, daughter
:attered
Sunday morning for Pensecola, Fla. of Humboldt arrived Tuesday ,o
flower v,Teath. She s.,
white
Club,
their
The
Homemakers
parents,
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Muff, (Richspend tk few days with her
roses petals in the path of the bride families and several visitors held on a vacation.
mond, Ind.) became the bride of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Leonard and Mr. arict Mrs. C. B. Caldwell.
from a flower basket.
of
the
at
home
picnic
annual
their
Chas. Bernard Vance. Mr. Vance is
Nicholas Augh, the ring bearer, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stroud Friday family who have" been maki
- You., Favorite Rod,•,/tetard Stor$
f
the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Vance
was dressed in tails which had been evening. There were about 50 their home with her mother, Mrs.
Sine, and Pfoy
•
of
(formerly
of Centralia, Ill.
home
suit
of
their
to
wedding
moved
the
Pewitt,
H.
R.
tailored from
present.
Fulton).
the
in Union City last week.
the brides' father. He carried
Several men went to Water ValRev. Homer Achor read the douMr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and
rings on a small white satin pillow. ley Monday to help tear down a
large
a
before
ble ring ceremony
Mrs. Muff, mother of the bride building at the parsonage and- a Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard are leaving
relatives.
gathering of friends and
wore an almond colored crepe dress garage will be erected in its place. Thursday morning for Jacksonville,
White cathedral candles tied
Fla., to visit Mac Pewitt who is
trimmed with white beading and
Mrs. Hillnran Collier and Mr. and
with white satin ribbon bows and
matching ear-rings. Her flowers Mrs. C. B. Caldwell chaperoned the stationed there. They will also
trailing iny •formed a picturesque
were a corsage of Golden Rapture formers Sunday School class of visit other places of interest.
background for'the wedding. White
Mesdames Roy and Glenn Bard
roses.
.young people to Reelfoot Lake Sunwith
41w/tied
tapers in candelabra
complimented Mrs. Harold Pewitt
The bride groom's mother, MrS.
' f White
ji
Iny, and large white vake
With' a' shower Monday afternoon
Vance, was attired 'in n hdather
either
hydrangeas +were place!:L
at their home. There were 30 prebiege dress and pale orchid cor( ,y pews
'side of the alter. The
sent arid several sent gifts. Contests
•
sage.
satin
were marked with xliiiiiie
Following the ,-.:erentony a reup, ...,
bows.
tion was given at the.Forest- Hills
The bride was attended by her
Country Club by the bride's 'father.
, Miss Jacquelyn Muff, as
sister.
250 guests were presept.
tnaid of honor. Mrs, Inza Boner,
The bridal table was centered
FULTON, KENTUCKY
sister of the bridegroom, of West
with a six tier rectangular wedding
Nancy
Frankfort, Ill., and Mrs.
cake surrounded by pansy corsages,
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Blakely of Bloomington, Ind., were
the flOwers of the brides' sorority.
ALLEN LANE :
brides maids.
with
filled
appleblosgondala
A
The bridegroom was attended by
sorns and drawn . by white swans
In
Lyndell Boner, brother-in-law, of
was placed onstop of the cake. A
"Trail of Kit Carson"
white maline wedding bell with
showers of pansies ,,tied in white
Comedy and Serial
satin ribbons -hung over the cake.
with
twin
The table was lighted
SUNDAY-MONDAY
silver candelabra which were decorated with ivy ropes, Boquets of GENE AUTRY
garden flowers and ,candles were
SMILEY BURNETT
used in decorating the club house.
In
Earl- Newport's orchestra of Indianapolis provided music for the
Mrs. Read Regains Six perience, Mrs. Read stated:
"Springtime In The
"I was gradually losing weight reception.
Pounds And Says She and
feeling more and more runMr. and Mrs. Bernard Vance left
Ropes Soon To Be Back down. I could get only `cat naps' on a motor trip to the East. The
Rockies"
To Normal Weight. Dis- at night, my appetite called for bride traveled in a light gray twill
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
tress From Nervous In- little food, and often I did not care suit with matching hat. Her shoes
• Tasty, tender Perker House Rolls
anything for several meals. and purse were of red lizard and
Double Feature
digestion Promptly Re- for
anytime-with Fleischmann's Fast Ris.
Sour stomach and food risings gave she wore a stephanatis corsage. The
ing Dry Yeast IF YOU BAKE AT
MORGAN CONWAY In
lieved
me a lot of trouble •almost every couple will reside at 1022 N. DearHOME-you'll cheer this baking distime I ate anything. Sluggish eli- born St., Chicago.
covery that stays fresh for weeks on
"The
Truth
About
mination kept me in daily distress.
your pantry shelf-ready to help you
The bride is a graduate of Richmake delicious breed. rolls, buns at a
The effectiveness of one laxative mond Senior High School in the
Murder"
moment's notice. Dissolve sccording
would soon wear out and I would class of 1940. She attened Stephens
Plus
to directions-then use as fresh yeast.
have to resort to something strong- College, Columbia, Mo., and is a
At your grocer's.
er. Nothing I tried relieved my dis- graduate of Indiana university. She
BARBRARA REED In
tress or helped me feel better.
is a member of the Delta-Delta-Del"Retonga promptly brought me ta sorority an dthe A. A. U. W.
"Behind the Mask"
long-sought relief. I no longer need
Mr. Vance graduated from Cento dose myself on harsh laxatives. tralia high school, and majored in
I get sound, refreshing sleep every music at the University of Illinois.
night and eat heartily at every He Is now educational director for
meal without distresS afterwards. the Wurlitzer Music Company in
I have regained six pounds and be- Chicago. He is a member of the Pi
lieve I shall soon be caks to my Kappa Alpha fraternity and servide
MS-FLORENCE READ
weight. I cannot give four and one years in the armed
•-I suffered from nervous indi- normal
fonces.
gestion. was underweight and poor enough praise to Retonga.".
Retonga is intended to relieve
.eltinitsatiott kept me in constant
misery, but Retonga promptly re- distress due to insufficient flow of
PALESTINE
Allis distress and I feel digestive juices in the stomae.h, loss
- Heved
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Milner left
fine agailt" gratefully states Mrs. of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency
Florence Read, respected house- and constipation. Accept no substi- for their home in St. Louis, SunIf you owe City Taxes they are delinquent.
wife, VIM Cephas Ave., Nashville, tute. Retonga may be obtained at day afternoon after spending the
Adv. week end with her parents, Mr.
Terni. Bappily discussing her ex- DeMyer Drug Co.
and Mrs. Gus Browder.
If Its New—Dotty Has It'
Mr. Thomas Franklin and son,
The Mayor and City Council have instructed me to collect same by SeptEddy, Mrs. Leonard Frederica and
daughter of St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs.
ember 1st or file suit in City Court which will add additional expense
Cap Watts and daughters of Fulon delinquent taxes.
gham, Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle and
daughter, Judy and Mrs. Mac Burrow and son, John spent last Friday vvith Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Pay taxes at the City Clerk's office before September 1st. 1*946.
Watts.
A
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts atVANCE-MUFF

West Frankfort, Ill., as best man.
Ushers were Montford Muff, Carlyle Baker and Wilbur L. Dykhuizen.
The bride given in marriage by
her father was attired in a gown
of white brocaded satin. The fitted
bodice was fashioned with a sweetheart neckline and long sleeves
which tapered to points over the
hands. Small covered buttons adorned the back of the waist, and
the full shirt swept into a fan
train. The veil of bridal illusion
fell from a soft silk wreath of
blossoms. She carried on arm boquet of ste.phanatis and trailing ivy.
Her only onament was a lovalier,
belonging to her mother.
The maid of honor, Miss Jacquelyn Muff, wore a gown of lime
green faille, styled with an offt
long
the-shoulder ne ine and
'itt; points over
sleeves which
the hands. The full skirt 1A-as draped in folds to create a maclern version of the bustle, and train. Mrs.
Boner and Mrs. Blakely wore
matching gowns of cranberry red
faille. All three wore matching
pearl chokers and ear-rings, gifts
of the bride, and carried boquets
of Better Times roses and trailing
ivy. Ally three wore bandeaus of

k>npay, Aot

PARKER HOUSE ROLLS

She Now Enjoys Meals
and Thanks Retonga

Stays fresh _on your pantry shelf

NOTICE

MORLEE FABRIC
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DESIGN

K. P.DALTON, Chief of Polk!

r-f—.--

Delinquent Tax Collector

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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TODAY AND SATURDAY
Double Feature
_
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SOTRED UNDER AUTMORITY OF THE COCA.COLA COMPANY SY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Inc.

